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 started ungrading in 2001, my first semester as instructor of record. 

Over the last twenty-three years, I have never put a grade on a piece of 

student work. 

While I’d used the word in workshops and talks as early as 2003, I 

first explicitly published about “ungrading” in an October 2017 piece titled 

“Why I Don’t Grade,” where I wrote, “Grades are currency for a capitalist 

system that reduces teaching and learning to a mere transaction. Grading is 

a massive co-ordinated effort to take humans out of the educational pro-

cess.”1 

In that piece, I “withheld the mechanics of ungrading deliberately, 

because I agree with Alfie Kohn who writes, ‘When the how’s of assessment 

preoccupy us, they tend to chase the why’s back into the shadows.’”2 My own 

definition of the term has evolved, but I’ve consistently argued that it’s prob-

lematic to reduce ungrading to a zeitgeist, a trendy set of decontextualized 

best practices. There is no neat and tidy thing we can all do tomorrow to 

obliterate grades. That simply isn’t the system, culture, or labor conditions 

that many of us work within. Different approaches work for different teach-

ers in different disciplines in different ways at different times. This is why 

I’ve repeatedly defined ungrading as “raising an eyebrow at grades as a sys-

temic practice, distinct from simply ‘not grading.’ The word is a present par-

ticiple, an ongoing process, not a static set of practices.”3 Some have sug-

gested that the word “ungrading” is a misnomer, because most students are 

still getting final grades, but I’d say it’s the exact right word to describe the 

two key components of my definition: (1) an active and ongoing critique of 

grades as a system and (2) the decision to do what we can, depending on our 

labor conditions, to carefully dismantle that system. 

I believe part of the role of a teacher is to stand in the gap between 

institutions and students in order to call out and mitigate harm. There are 

specific things we can do in our approach to assessment that can have pro-

found effects on our work and on the relationships we develop with students 

and the relationships students develop with each other. But, ultimately, un-

grading is a systemic critique. The problem of conflating ungrading with 
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“not grading” is that it ignores the precarity of teachers and the labor issues 

in education, reframing grades as a moral issue, instead of a structural one. 

Grading is a mechanism for subjugating students, and also a tool that 

institutions use to control teachers. However we might try to reinvent them, 

grades are saturated, sticky with their faults: grades reflect bias,4 they do 

disproportionate harm to marginalized students and teachers, 5 they don’t 

communicate coherently, they don’t adequately measure what we value 

most about learning, and they contribute to a culture of competition in ed-

ucation and to an over-reliance on extrinsic motivation that short-circuits 

intrinsic motivation.6 To be clear, the problem is not individual teachers 

who grade, but the systems and structures that fundamentally distort the 

goals of assessment and make grades compulsory. The problem is an insid-

ious culture of quantitative and standardized assessment that pits students 

and teachers against one another—and that compels teachers (especially 

those of us in contingent positions) to work in ways at odds with our indi-

vidual teaching philosophies and (often) the mission statements of the in-

stitutions where we work. 

I don’t think it’s a coincidence that ungrading is so often reduced to 

a static set of best practices or confused with “not grading”—or, worse, con-

fused with teachers “not doing our jobs”. These are ways to instrumentalize 

teaching, demean teachers, and devalue the work of teaching. Less than half 

of higher education teachers get meaningful or significant preparation for 

the work of teaching as graduate students or as new faculty.7 This is a fatal 

structural flaw. Collaboration between teachers is actively discouraged. 

Most institutions have no policies in place to support collaborative teaching. 

This is a fatal structural flaw. Seventy percent of faculty in higher education 

are contingent or adjunct. This is a fatal structural flaw. The work of all 

teachers is increasingly precarious, and our ability to carve our own paths 

through the work is under attack. How do we support struggling students if 

the bulk of faculty have little structural power to do or advocate for that 

work? How do we teach from a place of care if our school (and its commu-

nity) is threatened by a corrupt state government? Or if we are marginalized 

and not getting necessary support from our institutions? How do we 

reimagine assessment when grades are so thoroughly baked into our edu-

cational systems? How do we reimagine assessment when quantitative and 

standardized assessment is also weaponized against teachers? 

We need to start by trusting teachers. Institutions and administra-

tors should not be making critical pedagogical decisions for teachers. Insti-

tutions should not universally adopt technologies (like learning manage-

ment systems, where every road leads back to the grade book) or adhere 
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strictly to models (like Quality Matters) that make critical pedagogical deci-

sions for teachers. We need to start by trusting students. Every dollar we 

invest in proctoring software, plagiarism detection tools, and other policing 

technologies needs to be reinvested in student support and faculty develop-

ment. Ungrading means acknowledging context and the material circum-

stances of students and teachers, then doing whatever we can to push back 

against broken systems that feel (but sometimes aren’t) immovable. 

In most formal education, grades are a (if not the) structuring prin-

ciple of institutions, institutional cultures, and educational technologies. 

There is no easy switch we can flip to turn off grades. The work of ungrading 

is to ask questions, have hard conversations, point to the fundamental in-

equities of grades, push for systemic change, and mitigate or obstruct harm 

that grading, and grades as a system, do to marginalized students and pre-

carious educators. There are lots of entry points to those conversations. 

I’ve never been attached to the word “ungrading.” It has had rhetor-

ical purpose, sparking conversations about the exact things that some find 

troubling about the word. And it continues to have rhetorical purpose, as 

those conversations have gotten louder and more imperative. For me, the 

work of ungrading is to question tacit assumptions/buzzwords and critique 

harmful labor/learning conditions. The word catalyzes a set of conversa-

tions that are increasingly necessary. However, I don’t see “ungrading” as a 

catch all to include every kind of alternative assessment. One word/idea 

shouldn’t be a monolith gobbling up everything around it, especially a word 

like “ungrading,” which is currently being used productively by lots of dif-

ferent people in lots of different ways. Gatekeeping is the single most harm-

ful feature of academia. When ideas congeal into a “movement,” “club,” or 

an exclusive “community,” lines too often get drawn, people bully each other 

for status, and already marginalized people end up further marginalized. At 

this point, what’s important to me is the work: teachers and students col-

laborating to support, defend, and (where necessary) transform education. 

This isn’t “big tent” work. At this point, it’s “humongous tent” work. 

Here are just a few of the approaches and philosophies that came be-

fore and/or sit alongside the current conversation about ungrading: mini-

mal grading,8 labor-based grading contracts,9 specifications grading,10 self-

reflection,11 and authentic assessment.12 I think there’s strategic value in 

having these conversations in the same room, but they aren’t the same con-

versation. 

These conversations also aren’t new. Grades have a history,13 even if 

it’s a relatively short one (just over 200 years, and only popularized in the 

last fifty). Ungrading also has a history, and it’s important to not lose touch 
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with that. It’s a field, not just a moment, not a zeitgeist, not just a stack of 

practices. As long as there have been grades, there have been productive 

critiques of grades (and the structures that reinforce them): 

 

Virginia Woolf writes in A Room of One’s Own: “To sacrifice a hair of 

the head of your vision, a shade of its colour, in deference to some 

Headmaster with a silver pot in his hand or to some professor with a 

measuring-rod up his sleeve, is the most abject treachery.”14 

 

bell hooks writes about “continual self-evaluation” both of a student 

by the student and of a teacher by the teacher.15 

 

Ruha Benjamin asks, “what are the responsibilities of educators and 

educational institutions in a context where this is a deliberate cam-

paign to break society, erode mutuality, grind down our ability to 

care for one another, eat away at any notion of a collective good, and 

destroy the institutions upon which our society depends?”16 

 

Asao B. Inoue argues that labor-based grading contracts “avoid many 

of the harmful and racist consequences of conventional grading ecol-

ogies by not using the dominant white discourse as the standard for 

grades.”17 

 

John and Evelyn Dewey write in Schools of To-Morrow: “Unless the 

mass of workers are to be blind cogs and pinions in the apparatus 

they employ, they must have some understanding of the physical and 

social facts behind and ahead of the material and appliances with 

which they are dealing.”18 

 

We have to look back even as we look forward. 

The first step toward ungrading is a series of discussions, ideally to-

gether with students, about the history, philosophy, technologies, and prac-

tices of grading. The next step is to knock down the barriers that keep teach-

ers and students from working together to actively reimagine how we do 

assessment in education. 

In place of best practices, I prefer good-for-some-people-in-some-

contexts practices. In that spirit, I will end with a few ways we might begin 

this work: 
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Change how we talk about assessment: Ungrading works best 

as part of a holistic pedagogical practice. Use words like “ask” or “in-

vite,” rather than “submit” or “required.” Ask students about their 

expectations for their work, rather than centering our own. 

 

Invite students to a conversation about grades: Ask students 

how being graded makes them feel, how it affects their motivation. 

As a group, read and discuss a piece like Alfie Kohn’s “The Case 

against Grades.”19 

 

Grade less stuff, grade less often, grade more simply: Create 

space in our courses for discovery and experimentation. Use grading 

scales that feel less arbitrary and communicate more clearly to stu-

dents. Ask students to do work that we don’t “collect.” 

 

Ask students to reflect on their own learning: Even if we 

change nothing else about how we grade, we need to ask students 

when and how they learn. Ask what barriers they face. Listen. And 

believe the answers. 

 

We need to stop having conversations about the future of education without 

students in the room.20 This means students have to be drivers of the con-

versations we have in education about assessment, grades, and ungrading. 
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